
STAND ARCHITECTURE RULES

Conditions for fitting out stands
Exhibitors shall accept and leave the sites as 
delivered, and shall be liable for any damage, in 
particular to venue hall and venue equipment, 
caused by themselves or by their installations, 
equipment or goods.
Kindly note that it is absolutely forbidden:
• to drive in nails or screws
• to use glue on the flooring or any part of the 
building. 
• to perform operations on the electricity, water and 
compressed air networks 

Fire Plug with hose and spout
On stands equipped with a fire plug with hose and 
spout, an open area of one metre around the 
appliance must be let free of any material as far as 
the nearest public aisle. Panels or cloth hangings 
concealing the appliance are strictly prohibited.

Access into the hall
Vehicles and lorries are not allowed to enter into the 
Hall.

Storage of empty packing materials
Each exhibitor is responsible for its empty packaging 
which must be removed and stored outside the hall 
as soon as possible before the opening. 

Safety Commission
Set up must be finished by the venue of our safety 
commission. The person in charge of your stand will 
have to be present on the stand during the 
inspection.

Rigging slings and strip lights
Hanging operations and slinging on the structures of 
the hall are not allowed.
Strip lights must be secured to the ground. The 
maximum height of is 6.00m.  

Stand limitation
No elements of decoration, furniture, signs or lighting 
must exceed the stand boundaries without the 
organizer's agreement.

Flooring
The exhibitors or decorators who support (bare stand 
for example) the installation of the carpet or any 
other floor covering have to install and remove it 

themself. All the factors which enabled the carpeting 
(ex: double-sided tape) will be removed entirely to 
avoid an invoicing from the organizer.

It is the responsibility of the organization stand to take 
all measures (plastic, plywood, etc ...) to ensure the 
protection of the floor of the hall there is a risk 
particularly during the phases of assembly and 
disassembly. (ex: painting walls or installing raised 
floor)

Any damage to the floor of the Hall, because of the 
exhibitors will be charged.

We remind you that it is prohibited to drill, screw, nail 
or decorative elements on the floor of the Grande 
Halle de la Villette.

The exhibitor is obliged to report the presence of 
heavy equipment on its stand. Floor distribution will 
be required if the floor load of 500 kg / m is 
exceeded. Transport conditions material on the 
stand will also be set with the organizer and bearing 
plates are to be expected.

Disabled access
Stands with a floor level of 20 mm or more must be 
laid out in order to facilitate the disabled access. 

Multiple level stands
Multiple level stands are not allowed.

Maximum height for construction and sign 
- 6.00 m without any recess from the aisles only for 
stands in the middle of the hall when the height of 
the hall’s ceiling allows it*. 
- 3.50 m for stands on balcony

*Be careful, if your stand is located under a 
footbridge please check carefully height constraints 
by sending your stand project to:
margaux.pommies@reedexpo.fr

Any decoration and/or installations visible from the 
close stands will have to be clean, plain, smooth and 
without sign.

By signing the application form, you agree to follow the General Rules and to ensure that your decorators, 
installers or subcontractors will heed them as well.

The organizer of the trade show reserves his right to alter or dismantle any installations that are not conform to the 
General Rules of the trade show or to the stand architecture rules below. 

Any fittings or decorations you have to install must stay within the limits of your stand. All decorations and 
installations must be designed to allow full access to aisles and avoid disturbing neighboring stands as well as 

allowing a maximum visibility of the show through the stands.



Use of sound equipment
Audio or visual demonstrations must not 
inconvenience neighbouring stands in any way 
and should be reported to the organizer for 
approval. The maximum sound level is set at 85 
decibels.

Stand project
If your stand is:
- located on a balcony
- located under a footbridge
- built by a decorator/stand designer
You have to submit 2 plans (raised plan and floor 
plan) of your stand decoration project to the 
operation department for approval: 
margaux.pommies@reedexpo.fr before 28th 
September 2018.

This project has to present the stand layout and all 
the stand decoration. 
If your stand is built by a decorator/stand designer 
you have to send us its contact. 

Distributing flyers
The distribution of any documents or publicity items 
is strictly prohibited outside the limits of the stand.

Public safety: 
Your infrastructure must meet the regulations on 
public buildings (ERP) and you must meet the 
expectations of the safety committee for the 
various areas that may affect you:
~ Strength of structures, scenery and stage 
equipment,
~ Check the correct installation of equipment,
~ Electrical Compliance,
~ Fire safety and risk of panic + Accessibility for 
Persons with Disabilities.
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